
Welcome to iSpeed Freight India Pvt Ltd

www.ispeedfreight.com

We commit to

simplify your Freight moves

with better approach



An All-in-One Freight

Solution for Your Business

Fast Delivery Safe Delivery 24/7 Support

info@ispeedfreight.com
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Adding Speed to Deliveries That Lets your Business Better.

In less than a decade, iSpeed has established itself as a new-age 

integrated logistics solutions provider leveraging the best of global 

networks to provide end-to-end logistics services for your business. We 

work 24/7 to augment your business capabilities with our logistics 

expertise to help you build a strong and agile supply chain framework. 

Our extensive suite of logistics solutions cater to every freight 

forwarding, consolidation, and customs clearance requirement and 

makemake moving your goods a hassle-free exercise. With competitive 

pricing, trusted global partner networks, and all-around customer 

support, iSpeed is your trusted partner of choice.

Integrity in service is corporate character paired with passion – a 

powerful mix of know-how, innovation, reliability, and responsibility. 

Our passion is to help companies work better through intelligent 

planning, reliable transportation, and advanced forwarding techniques.



ABOUT ISPEED
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Our global logistics expertise, advanced supply chain technology and customized 
logistics solutions will help you analyze, develop, and implement successful 
supply chain management strategies from end-to-end.

LOGISTICS TO CONNECT YOUR WORLD

OUR MISSION

OUR VISION



AIR FREIGHT
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At iSpeed Freight, we understand that time means everything when delivering your goods by air. We 

ensure unmatched air freight services at the best rates for your shipments, guarantee real-time 

visibility & complete transparency in shipment execution to deliver an exceptional customer 

experience.

With our years of expertise handling a multitude of shipments of every size, category, or 

industry, we at iSpeed Freight vouch for delivering an outstanding customer experience.

Outstanding Customer Service Levels

Air Freight services for swift, transparent, and reliable deliveries

Our trusted relations with significant carriers and external stakeholders fostered over years of 

work in the industry ensure enhanced capacity allocation for your cargo on all major global 

trade lanes.

Trusted Global Network

We understand that air cargo is time-sensitive, and we strive to keep you updated about the 

real-time whereabouts of your shipment across the supply chain.

With iSpeed Freight, you can now let your cargo move across the globe seamlessly while you sit 

back and relax. Our expertise in handling various cargo sizes, commodity types, and a trustworthy 

carrier relationship portfolio ensures timely deliveries, an unparalleled cargo handling experience, 

and excellent service levels.

Total Transparency

Deliveries that are Reliable and Fast



CHECK OUR AIR FREIGHT
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We cater to all businesses irrespective of their size 

or industry to enable them to derive the best out of 

their supply chain.

Air Export

Unmatched Customer Service

We value your cargo as much as you do

Secure cargo deliveries

Our air freight experts will manage carrier 

communication, customs, compliance, and 

documentation while being available for any 

needed support 24/7.

Hassle-free shipping

Gain complete control of your inbound 

shipments

Full control

Get more visibility and know the real-time status of your shipments

Enhanced visibility

Avoid the three Ds; delays, detention, 

and demurrage.

Cost and Time Savings

Air import can be a tricky domain with compliance, mandatory documentation work, and constant 

coordination with various supply chain players to ensure smooth delivery of your shipment. At 

iSpeed Freight, we understand the importance of all the legalities and procedures and thus 

leverage our partnerships with stakeholders to get things done swiftly to get your cargo 

delivered to your choice of destination. Avoid unnecessary delays and extra costs or 

penalties with iSpeed Freight’s trusted air import services.

Recent times have witnessed a large increase in the movement of goods via air. With the global crisis in place, air export 

is of utmost importance to move goods that are highly time-sensitive or goods that simply need to be delivered faster. 

At iSpeed Freight, we understand that a growing business demands a logistics provider that can match capacity 

requirements, ensure connectivity across trade lanes, and commits to outstanding service levels.

Air Import



CHECK OUR AIR FREIGHT
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SEA FREIGHT
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Now deliver your freight on time at the correct place while gaining superior visibility across your 

supply chain. iSpeed Freight supplements your supply chain performance with a robust ocean 

logistics network that ensures your freight reaches its destination. Our extensive carrier 

relationships and global partner network guarantee a seamless shipping experience with 24/7 

customer assistance tailored to your business needs.

Opt for our FCL and LCL shipment options, pre and on-carriage services for a holistic sea 

freight experience.

End-to-End Freight Solutions

Ocean Freight Solutions that propel your company’s growth

Our emphasis is on providing reliable, transparent, and accurate updates of your shipments, 

so you have absolute visibility and control over your supply chain.

Real-Time Visibility of your Shipments

Now experience the perks of enhanced capacity and cutting edge services across major 

global trade lanes.

At iSpeed Freight, we understand the value of your commitments to your customers. We leave no 

stone unturned to streamline your ocean logistics processes giving you the freedom to accelerate 

your business growth. We deliver outstanding services with visibility of your shipments on the go, 

so you can better control your supply chain. iSpeed Freight’s FCL and LCL services, competitive 

rates, CFS/Buyer Consolidation, enhanced capacity matching, and outstanding customer service, 

guarantee on-time deliveries, better planning, and a seamless shipping experience.

Global Partner Network

Experience Seamless Sea Freight
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Our commitment to serving as an extended logistics network for your business helps 

us deliver advanced ocean logistics solutions for your supply chain. Our cutting-edge 

FCL services provide:

Our extended global carrier network and major alliances guarantee complete freedom of mind and outstanding shipping experience. Enjoy the perks of reliable and accessible 

capacity availability to ship your cargo every single time. 

Ship with best carriers

We provide you the needed support to make the correct decisions regarding the most optimized shipping solution for your shipments. Now choose the best sailing schedules, 

trade routes, reduce your transit time and shipping costs with our dedicated support team. 

Optimize your shipments

We understand that supply chain visibility is of utmost importance to enable the smooth functioning of operations. We provide you accurate and advanced track and trace 

solutions for your shipments through access to 3rd Party GPS data

Advanced Track and Trace capabilities

FCL Shipping Services

CHECK OUR SEA FREIGHT

Why Choose iSpeed Freight’s FCL services?

Access to top-tier carrier rates

Enhanced capacity allocation on major global trade lanes

End-to-end visibility of your shipments

The ready availability of special equipment services for your specific business 

requirements and

A customer support team that is always available 
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LCL Shipping Services

Why Choose iSpeed Freight’s LCL services?

CHECK OUR SEA FREIGHT
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Proper Packaging

Correct Classif ication & Labelling

Proper Segregation from Other Cargo

HAZ Cargo

Breakbulk and Project Cargo Shipping

CHECK OUR SEA FREIGHT



WAREHOUSING AND DISTRIBUTION
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With an exponential rise in e-commerce and other businesses, there is an ever-growing need for 

scalable warehousing and distribution services. Comprehensive warehousing and distribution 

solutions ensure an optimized supply chain network and smooth operations for any business.

iSpeed Freight specializes in providing tailored warehousing and distribution solutions that match 

your business’ specific requirements. Our extended and robust warehouse network with 

strategically located distribution centers cater to vast geographic expanses. We guarantee 

excellent inventory management and swift deliveries of your goods. We rely on state-of-the-art 

technology to manage these facilities to ensure enhanced inventory visibility for your supply chain. 

Additionally, our temperature-controlled storage facilities provide better inventory management of 

perishables.

We also provide strategic inventory management for your businesses through FTWZ services. Our 

FTWZ warehousing solutions ensure cost optimization and enhanced savings for our customers. 

These specialized FTWZ solutions provide customers tax exemptions, simplified export procedures, 

single-window clearances, and numerous other benefits.



DOMESTIC TRANSPORTATION
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CUSTOMS BROKERAGE
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PROJECT CARGO
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 Our Location

 Contact Us 

Email 

We move your Cargo with
Honesty and Greatness

Adding Speed to Deliveries
That Lets your Business Better.


